
AI VISION IN DESIGN: MULTISTYLE TRANSFER WITH NEURAL
NETWORKS

1. Workshop Instructor Information

Name Joy Mondal

Organization/Affiliation WEsearch lab

Email joy@wesearchlab.com

Short Biography
(150 words max.)

Joy Mondal works at the intersection of art, architecture and
computation. He leads WEsearch lab which offers design computation
consultancy to architecture practices in Southeast Asia. He has
released Grasshopper plugins to automate column-beam placement
(Eelish) and to generate Piet Mondrian inspired 2D composition and
3D massing (Chingree). He was the recipient of the inaugural Saint-
Gobain research scholarship. He has worked at AECOM from 2015 to
2017 to setup POT (Parametric Optimisation Technology), which
offered parametric solutions to architects for the first time in India.
Joy is a TEDx fellow, presenting ways of democratising architecture
for everyone by using graph theory and shape grammar to automate
residential design generation, thereby making design service more
affordable. His research has been published in various CAAD
conference proceedings. He has tutored multiple international
workshops including Rethinking The Future workshop series, and
Digital FUTURES 2020.

Head Shot << Enclosed as email attachment >>

2. Workshop Information

Length 3 hours – 1 session
Short Abstract
(250 words max.)

Artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) have been
integrated in the workflow and the creative processes of many
industries in the recent years. This 3-hour long workshop is designed
to be an introduction (for the uninitiated) to the use of AI and ML in
the fields of architecture, design and art. The workshop shall present
the current state of the art developments, speculate the future
trajectory of AI, address the concepts of neural network, and
demonstrate (multi) style transfer using neural network.

Neural (multi) style transfer uses a pre-trained image classifier to map
the “style” of one or more image(s) (analogous to the visual ethos of
‘colour’ and ‘texture’) onto the “content” of another image
(analogous to ‘geometry’). The method offers ways of understanding
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how machines see the world. It will be used to cross-breed
architectural visuals (facades, silhouettes, massing, plans, diagrams,
sketches, photographs etc.) of various styles, e.g., reimagining the
plans of van der Rohe articulated in the style of bulky Baroque plans.

The investigations in the workshop shall provoke deliberations over
the role of the machine as the “doer”, the “thinker” or the “creative
companion”; the authorship of the final output; and the design
implications of cross-breeding artefacts of different styles. The open-
access nature of the development of AI tools has presented an
opportunity to the architecture community to not only borrow the
already developed techniques, but also to reinterpret them to
supplement our tacit knowledge.

Handouts and Materials Software needed -
1. Google Colab: to run the neural network
2. Adobe CS: to pre-process input images and post-process

output images
Learning Objectives Participants are expected to gain the following –

· Understand the concepts and principles of AI and machine
learning,

· Understand and differentiate between the different kinds of
machine learning algorithms,

· Understand the basics of machine vision and neural networks
for style transfer,

· Be able to use a pre-trained neural network to map the “style”
of an image onto the “content” of another image, and

·  Get a working knowledge of Google Colab for future
explorations.

Sample Outcome << Enclosed as email attachment >>
Corresponding
Conference Theme

(A) Human-centered computation.

3. Attendees Information

Who should attend this
workshop?

Designers seeking an introduction to the use of AI and ML in the
fields of architecture, design and art; and specifically to image based
style transfer.

Prerequisites Familiarity with the subject is not needed.


